Introduction
============

In an effort to understand the increase in overweight and obesity rates in recent decades,^[@bib1]^ researchers have started looking at the role body image has with regard to weight management and weight levels. Body image takes on varying definitions, such as weight satisfaction, appearance satisfaction and size perception accuracy.^[@bib2]^ Focusing on the perceptual component of body image, research has shown weight level perception to be a significant predictor of weight management behaviour.^[@bib3]^ Individuals who perceive themselves as overweight are more likely to attempt weight loss^[@bib4]^ than individuals perceiving themselves as normal weight. However, when investigating the accuracy of body size perception relative to actual size, research shows that a substantial proportion of adults assess their weight status incorrectly.^[@bib5]^ With excess weight as a potential health risk factor^[@bib6]^ and perception of excess weight being a prerequisite for making changes so as to lose weight, an accurate weight assessment is crucial. On the other hand, misperceived overweight and body dissatisfactions have potential physical and psychological consequences, as seen with, for example, anorexia. Therefore, more research on weight level perceptions and the development hereof is needed to understand the complexity of obesity and weight level developments as well as the consequences of weight perceptions and body image ideals.

Cash^[@bib7]^ states that socialisation is fundamental for body weight and body image developments. The social context---the social, cultural, historical and physical setting---in which the individual operates as well as interpersonal relationships contribute greatly to the socialisation of the body prescribing certain values, standards and expectations with regard to body images and bodily perceptions.^[@bib8],\ [@bib9]^ According to family system theory, families live in complex systems with multiple simultaneous interactions where not only the actions and behaviours of each family member are shaped by but also shape the actions and behaviours of other family members.^[@bib10]^ Accordingly, research suggests body image to be formed in childhood.^[@bib2]^

There is a significant correlation in weight levels for siblings in childhood as well as adulthood.^[@bib11],\ [@bib12]^ And although genetic contributions appear substantial, with studies indicating heritability estimates of 40--90%,^[@bib13]^ research has also shown that common environmental factors and shared parental and family domains have a significant part concerning sibling-correlated body mass index (BMI) levels and population variations in BMI levels.^[@bib14],\ [@bib15],\ [@bib16],\ [@bib17]^ Price and Swigert^[@bib18]^ document a considerable amount of variation in body weight between siblings, even twins, and therefore stress the potential for research on factors influencing within-family differences in weight and obesity. As such, both genetic and social factors have a part concerning family weight similarities, but the significance of the behavioural, cultural, environmental and social conditions must not be overlooked or underestimated.^[@bib19]^ Furthermore, siblings are shown to provide significant social comparison standards for individual weight,^[@bib20]^ body image developments^[@bib21]^ and bodily satisfactions^[@bib22]^ in adulthood.

Viewing body image as a social construct, gender becomes a fundamental parameter with clear gender-differentiated norms with regard to femininity and masculinity and thereto connected weight levels.^[@bib2]^ Significant gender differences in weight level perceptions have been established in previous literature. Empirical research shows that women are less frequently overweight,^[@bib23]^ but more often perceive themselves as overweight.^[@bib24],\ [@bib25]^ Connecting research on gender and sibling weight levels, Price and Swigert^[@bib18]^ show that siblings of the same gender tend to be more similar to each other in BMI than opposite-gender sibling pairs, irrespective of status as twins or non-twins. Likewise, Jacobson and Rowe^[@bib26]^ find that weight correlations for same-sex siblings are higher than those for opposite-sex siblings. Moreover, Dubois *et al.*^[@bib13]^ find sex differences in the heritability of body weight, with common environmental factors having a more important role for girls than boys in explaining the variability in BMI. According to Jacobson and Rowe,^[@bib26]^ one explanation for this result could be the greater likelihood of engaging in weight control strategies for women, and thus sisters will exert a greater mutual influence on each other with regard to body image as well as weight and exercise behaviours compared with brothers with less interest in weight control strategies.

Drawing on these findings with regard to sibling influences on weight as well as gender-differentiated weight level perceptions and body images, this paper extends on previous research by examining the impact of sibling gender composition, sibling weight and sibling weight level perception on accuracy in adult weight level perceptions. The supposition is that siblings influence each other in childhood as well as adulthood with significant impact on adult weight levels and perceptions.

The study has a quantitative approach using logit regression models and is based on Danish survey data, which include the children of a nationally representative sample of respondents. Having data on sibling pairs that include same- and opposite-sex siblings, I wish to study whether growing up with a sibling of the same gender impacts on weight level perceptions in adulthood differently from individuals who grow up with a sibling of a different gender---and whether there is a difference between men and women. I will, furthermore, study how the weight level and weight level perception of one\'s sibling impact on own weight level perception in the interaction with sibling gender and own gender. On the basis of previous findings and theory, it could be expected that siblings of the same gender exert a greater impact on weight level perceptions than siblings of a different gender, with women especially being aware of weight levels and weight expectations. To my knowledge, no previous studies have taken this approach to weight level perceptions including both same- and opposite-sex sibling pairs and looking at within- and across-sex effects. With the inclusion of sibling gender composition in an analysis of accuracy in weight level perceptions, I hope to develop understanding about how bodies and body formation are affected by social processes, and gender interactions gaining important knowledge for understanding weight developments.

Materials and methods
=====================

The study was based on data from the Danish Longitudinal Survey of Youth-Children (DLSY-C). The data were collected in 2010. The DLSY-C includes children of participants in a long-running cohort study, the Danish Longitudinal Survey of Youth (DLSY). The DLSY includes about 3100 participants all born in or around 1954. The DLSY-C samples all children born to DLSY respondents and had a response rate of 81%. The DLSY-C includes 3519 respondents.^[@bib27]^

In the analyses, I included all sibling pairs irrespective of the number of siblings in the family. I looked at each sibling pair separately. There are 1838 sibling pairs in the data set. I excluded 307 sibling pairs with a minimum of one of the siblings being under the age of 18 years because the weight level of children and adolescents is calculated differently from that of adults. In addition, I excluded 47 sibling pairs with missing values on weight, height or self-perceived weight level for a minimum of one of the siblings. As a consequence, the final analysis sample included 2200 unique respondents. However, with some respondents having more than one sibling, there were 2968 respondents and 1484 sibling pairs in the data. One thousand five hundred and sixty-two respondents had one sibling, 540 respondents had two siblings, 72 respondents had three siblings, 20 respondents had four siblings and 6 respondents had five siblings. Three hundred and ninety-seven sibling pairs were female, 357 sibling pairs were male and 730 sibling pairs were mixed.

Dependent variables
-------------------

I used two dependent variables in the analyses. The first dependent variable, weight underestimation, was defined as the degree of difference between actual weight level and self-perceived weight level, with the value of 1 if the respondents underestimated their weight and 0 if they did not. The actual weight level was determined by the BMI. The BMI is calculated by dividing weight in kilogrammes by height in metres squared. According to international standardisations, a BMI below 18.5 kg m^−2^ is considered underweight, a BMI between 18.5 and 24.9 kg m^−2^ is normal weight, a BMI between 25 and 29.9 kg m^−2^ is overweight, a BMI between 30 and 34.9 kg m^−2^ is obese and a BMI of 35 kg m^−2^ and above is morbidly obese.^[@bib1]^ Weight and height of the respondent were self-reported. Self-reported weight and height are subject to measurement error, with a tendency for people to under-report their weight or overestimate their height.^[@bib28],\ [@bib29]^ I used corrected measures of BMI to improve accuracy of the variable. Several researchers have developed corrections for self-reported height and weight.^[@bib30],\ [@bib31]^ I used algorithms developed by Nyholm *et al.*^[@bib32]^ based on Swedish data as previous studies have shown self-rated measures to be analogue in the Scandinavian countries.^[@bib33]^ The self-perceived weight level was based on answers to the question: 'How do you assess your own weight?\', with choices of the answer being underweight, normal weight, somewhat overweight, overweight and very overweight.

The second dependent variable, weight overestimation, was also defined as the degree of difference between actual weight level and self-perceived weight level, with the value of 1 if the respondents overestimated their weight and the value of 0 if they did not. Value assignments for respondent weight underestimation and overestimation based on actual weight level and self-perceived weight level can be seen in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} shows weight level distributions, self-perceived weight levels and the degree of weight underestimation and weight overestimation for all respondents and separately for women and men.

Men have a somewhat higher BMI average (mean=25.0, s.d.=4.4) than women (mean=24.1, s.d.=5.1). More women than men belong to the underweight and normal weight categories, whereas more men than women are overweight or obese. However, in the category morbidly obese, the percentage is somewhat higher for women than for men. Compared with women, men have a greater tendency to underestimate their weight level, whereas women more often than men overestimate their weight level. There is a significant correlation in sibling BMI (*r*=0.369, *P*=0.000).

Independent variables
---------------------

The main independent variables were sibling gender (a binary dummy variable for brother), sibling BMI, sibling weight underestimation and sibling weight overestimation. Sibling BMI was mean centred for the analyses. In addition to the main independent variables, I also included a range of control variables for the respondent. I included control variables measuring respondent BMI, age in years, educational attainment (binary dummy variables for six educational levels) and marital status (a binary dummy variable for being married or cohabitating). I, furthermore, included a binary control variable for a sibling age gap of 5 years or less compared with more than 5 years, a control variable for whether or not the siblings both lived with their biological parents during their childhood and hence grew up together, and a control for the number of siblings in the family. There are no significant differences in mean BMI (*P*=0.264), mean underestimation (*P*=0.862) and mean overestimation (*P*=0.559) for the number of siblings. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} provides summary statistics.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

I estimated three regression models for both dependent variables using logit regression models as both my dependent variables were binary. In the first model (Model I), I regressed the dependent variable on sibling gender, sibling BMI and the control variables. In the second model (Model II), I included sibling weight underestimation and sibling weight overestimation. In the third model (Model III), I, furthermore, included an interaction effect between sibling gender and sibling BMI, an interaction effect between sibling weight underestimation and sibling gender and an interaction effect between sibling weight overestimation and sibling gender to test whether the effects of sibling BMI and sibling weight estimations vary according to sibling gender. All analyses were performed separately for women and men. I included the different interaction effects to fully understand the manner in which respondent characteristics and sibling characteristics with regard to gender, weight and weight level perceptions interact and intertwine. I used STATA\'s logit command for the regression models, and report log odds and robust standard errors. I adjusted standard errors to account for design effects of clustering between siblings. Significance at the 10% level is also reported in the next section.

Results
=======

This section shows the results of the regressions on weight underestimation and weight overestimation. [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} presents the regressions of respondent weight underestimation. Respondent BMI correlates significantly with weight underestimation for both women and men. Men and women with long-term higher education are less likely to underestimate their weight, although the correlation is only significant at the 10% level for women. Interestingly, women in a relationship are more likely to underestimate their weight. On the basis of Model II, there appears to be no correlation between respondent weight underestimation and sibling BMI or sibling weight perceptions. However, when interaction effects between sibling gender and sibling BMI as well as sibling weight perceptions are introduced in Model III, the results change. In [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, it is apparent that women with a sister who underestimates her weight are more likely to also underestimate their own weight. The effect from weight underestimations of brothers is much smaller and significantly different from the effect from sisters. Female respondents with a brother who underestimates his weight are slightly less likely to underestimate their weight level compared with female respondents with a brother who does not underestimate his weight level. For male respondents, there is a correlation between weight underestimation and sibling BMI. Again, the gender of the sibling has an important role in the correlation. The higher the BMI of their brother, the more likely men are to underestimate their own weight level. For men with a sister, the effect is reversed. The higher the BMI of the sister, the less likely men are to underestimate their own weight level. Furthermore, male respondents with a sibling who overestimates his or her weight are less likely to underestimate their own weight, although the correlation is only significant at the 10% level. There are no significant sibling gender differences for the correlation.

[Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} shows results for respondent weight overestimation. Again we see gender differences. Male respondents are not influenced by their sibling, whereas female respondents are more likely to overestimate their own weight level if they have a sister who overestimates her own weight level compared with female respondents with a sister who does not overestimate her own weight level. The effect of having a brother who overestimates his weight level is reversed. Women are less likely to overestimate their own weight level if their brother overestimates his. Women who grew up with their sibling are less likely to overestimate their weight level compared with women who did not grow up with their sibling.

Discussion
==========

Previous research has shown social interactions and family context to have a significant influence on weight levels, weight behaviours and weight level perceptions.^[@bib9]^ Gender contributes significantly to the equation.^[@bib25]^ Within the family context, siblings especially have been shown to exert an impact on weight levels and body images.^[@bib20],\ [@bib21],\ [@bib22]^ However, previous research on the subject matter has concentrated on same-sex siblings and mainly women. With the analyses in the present paper, I wished to examine not only whether sibling weight level and sibling self-perceived weight level impact on own weight level perception but also how the gender of the respondent and of the sibling interacts with the correlations. I have studied whether siblings of the opposite gender exert a different influence from siblings of the same gender and what role the gender of the respondent plays.

In accordance with previous literature, the analyses show how female respondents are more likely than male respondents to overestimate their weight level, whereas male respondents are more likely than female respondents to underestimate their weight level.^[@bib25]^ However, when looking at weight level perceptions and their interactions with gender, sibling weight and sibling weight level perceptions, the study gives new information. Not only do frequencies of weight overestimation and underestimation differ according to gender, female respondents are influenced by their siblings with regard to weight overestimation and weight underestimation, whereas male respondents are only influenced with regard to weight underestimation. Female respondents with a sister who overestimates her own weight are also more likely to overestimate their weight level compared with female respondents with a sister who does not overestimate her own weight level. On the other hand, female respondents with a brother are less likely to overestimate their own weight level if the brother overestimates his. The pattern with regard to weight underestimation of female respondents is similar. Female respondents with underestimating sisters also underestimate their own weight, whereas the opposite is true if the sibling is a brother. In line with the results of previous research and literature,^[@bib21],\ [@bib22]^ the results indicate that sisters influence each other towards similar weight perceptions and body images. Sisters mimic each other\'s weight level perceptions. If the sister has an accurate weight level perception, the female respondent will as well, whereas female respondents with a sister who overestimates or underestimates her own weight level are more likely to have an inaccurate weight perception.

Brothers\' misperceptions, on the other hand, have an opposite effect. If a woman\'s overweight brother does not recognise his own excess weight, it does not make her unaware of her own potential overweight, but actually even more aware. As such, her weight perception is also influenced by her brother\'s weight perception but apparently towards a more realistic picture of her own weight. It, therefore, appears that where sisters mimic each other\'s weight perceptions, an incorrect weight perception of a brother makes female respondents revise their own.

Men also take a cue from their siblings\' characteristics when estimating their own weight level. However, contrary to the results for women, men appear to be more influenced by the weight of their siblings compared with their weight perceptions. When male respondents look at their brother, they are more inclined to underestimate their own weight if he is overweight compared with normal weight. On the other hand, the smaller the sister he has the more likely he is to underestimate his own weight; a result that seems to duplicate the traditional ideas of the ideal gender-specific body size.^[@bib2]^ As such, men also engage in sibling weight comparison, but the sibling\'s actual weight level seems to be more important than the weight level perception. And again, we see a significant difference dependent on the gender of the sibling.

All in all, the results show indications of not only sibling influences with regard to weight level perceptions but also that the effect of sibling characteristics and weight level perceptions differs dependent on own and sibling gender. Contrary to sister pairs, opposite-sex siblings do not mimic each other when it comes to weight perception. These results appear to be in accordance with previous research on sibling weight finding greater similarities between same- than opposite-sex siblings.^[@bib26]^

Some limitations to the study should be mentioned. First and foremost, the number of respondents limits the analyses and interpretation of the results. Especially, the low number of male respondents overestimating their weight level could prove to set a limit to the analyses possible. With 4.2% of male respondents overestimating their own weight level, a larger sample population might be needed to detect significant results. Second, variables on BMI, weight underestimation and weight overestimation are based on self-reports of height and weight. Self-reports can be subject to some measurement error with people under-reporting their weight or over-reporting their height.^[@bib28]^ However, self-reported weight and height have proven to be reliable and valid for population studies.^[@bib34]^ Still, to correct for these possible measurement errors, I adjusted BMI measures using a correction algorithm developed by Nyholm *et al.*^[@bib32]^ on Swedish data. Third, the use of the BMI as a valid measure of weight problems has been debated. BMI does not distinguish fat from muscles, bones and other lean body mass, thereby overestimating the fat percentage among the more muscular.^[@bib30]^ Therefore, some muscular individuals in this study might be misclassified as underestimating their own weight. Finally, I have only included a few measures of respondent characteristic besides the weight-related variables. The inclusion of more individual and family background variables could have been informative but are unfortunately not available with the current data. However, although familial background has proven significant for child weight level, it does not necessarily influence sibling weight perception transference. Only if parents\' with specific weight perceptions were more likely to have children of a specific gender compositions should parental background affect mean correlations between sibling gender, sibling weight perception and own weight perception. However, expanding on the problematic in future research by including family background variables documenting possible social class differences in the effect of sibling sex composition on weight perceptions could prove interesting.

Despite these limitations to the study, the present study offers an analysis that expands on previous research and literature on weight perception, sibling influence and gender by incorporating a cross-gender analyses looking at not only within-gender influences but also at influences coming from siblings of the opposite sex. All in all, the initial presumption that the social context and especially sibling characteristics, behaviours and perceptions influence own behaviours and perceptions seem to hold good. Furthermore, the study underlines the specific importance of gender when analysing social context and its interactions with weight and body image. Most importantly, there is not only the importance of own gender but also equally so of the gender of interaction. Hence, future empirical research on weight perceptions needs to examine the relation between the two genders and its possible effect on weight-related outcomes to better understand how individuals are influenced and influence each other with regard to weight and weight practice---not only with regard to sibling effects but also to the broader societal cross-gendered influences.
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###### Values for weight underestimation and overestimation based on actual weight level and self-perceived weight level

                       *Self-perceived weight level*               
  -------------------- ------------------------------- --- --- --- ---
  *Underestimation*                                                
  * Weight level*                                                  
  *  *Underweight      0                               0   0   0   0
  *  *Normal weight    1                               0   0   0   0
  *  *Overweight       1                               1   0   0   0
  *  *Obese            1                               1   1   1   0
  *  *Morbidly obese   1                               1   1   1   0
                                                                    
  *Overestimation*                                                 
  * Weight level*                                                  
  *  *Underweight      0                               1   1   1   1
  *  *Normal weight    0                               0   1   1   1
  *  *Overweight       0                               0   0   0   1
  *  *Obese            0                               0   0   0   0
  *  *Morbidly obese   0                               0   0   0   0

###### Weight level, perceived weight level and underestimation by gender (percentage and number)

                                   *Women*   *Men*   *All*                
  ------------------------------- --------- ------- ------- ------ ------ ------
  *Weight level*                                                          
   Underweight (BMI\<18.5)           4.3      65      1.4     20    2.9     85
   Normal weight (18.5⩽BMI\<25)     65.9     1005    59.3    855    62.7   1860
   Overweight (25⩽BMI\<30)          18.6      284    28.7    415    23.5   699
   Obese (30⩽BMI\<35)                6.2      94      7.3    106    6.7    200
   Morbidly obese (35⩽BMI)           5.0      76      3.2     78    4.2    124
   Total                             100     1524     100    1444   100    2968
                                                                             
  *Self-perceived weight level*                                           
   Underweight                       3.0      45      7.5    108    5.2    153
   Normal weight                    60.2      917    62.7    905    61.4   1822
   Somewhat overweight              25.1      383    22.8    330    24.0   713
   Overweight                        8.4      128     5.5     80    7.0    208
   Very overweight                   3.4      51      1.5     21    2.4     72
   Total                             100     1524     100    1444   100    2968
                                                                             
  *Weight underestimation*                                                
   No                               88.4     1347    71.6    1034   80.2   2381
   Yes                              11.6      177    28.4    410    19.8   587
   Total                             100     1524     100    1444   100    2968
                                                                             
  *Weight overestimation*                                                 
   No                               87.7     1336    95.8    1384   91.6   2720
   Yes                              12.3      188     4.2     60    8.4    248
   Total                             100     1524     100    1444   100    2968

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index (calculated as kg m^−2^).

###### Summary statistics (means and s.d.)

                                 *Women*   *Men*   *All*                  
  ------------------------------ --------- ------- ------- ------ ------- ------
  Number                         1524              1444           2968     
                                                                           
  Female                                                          0.51    0.50
  BMI                            24.10     5.13    25.04   4.36   24.56   4.79
  Age (years)                    27.36     4.95    27.16   4.96   27.26   4.95
  Primary education              0.13      0.34    0.19    0.39   0.16    0.37
  Secondary education            0.27      0.44    0.24    0.43   0.26    0.44
  Vocational education           0.11      0.31    0.25    0.44   0.18    0.38
  Short-term higher education    0.11      0.32    0.06    0.24   0.09    0.29
  Middle-term higher education   0.26      0.44    0.15    0.36   0.21    0.41
  Long-term higher education     0.12      0.32    0.10    0.30   0.11    0.31
  Relationship status            0.61      0.49    0.53    0.50   0.57    0.49
  Age difference \<6 years       0.67      0.47    0.65    0.48   0.66    0.47
  Grew up together               0.72      0.45    0.70    0.46   0.71    0.45
  Number of siblings             1.62      0.82    1.64    0.81   1.63    0.81
  Brother                        0.48      0.50    0.49    0.50   0.49    0.50
  Underestimation                0.12      0.32    0.28    0.45   0.20    0.40
  Overestimation                 0.12      0.33    0.04    0.20   0.08    0.28

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index (calculated as kg m^−2^).

###### Results from logit regression models of respondent weight underestimation (log-odd estimates and s.e.)

  *Weight underestimation*           *Model I*   *Model II*   *Model III*                                                                                                   
  ---------------------------------- ----------- ------------ ------------- ------------ ---------- ------------ ---------- ------------ ---------- ------------ ---------- ------------
  Constant                           −7.012      1.33\*\*\*   −5.795        0.94\*\*\*   −7.032     1.36\*\*\*   −5.752     0.93\*\*\*   −6.991     1.36\*\*\*   −5.693     0.94\*\*\*
  BMI                                0.217       0.03\*\*\*   0.197         0.03\*\*\*   0.218      0.03\*\*\*   0.197      0.03\*\*\*   0.216      0.03\*\*\*   0.198      0.03\*\*\*
  Age (years)                        −0.027      0.03         0.013         0.02         −0.029     0.03         0.013      0.02         −0.030     0.03         0.010      0.02
  Primary education                  Referent                 Referent                   Referent                Referent                Referent                Referent    
  Secondary education                −0.342      0.41         −0.275        0.23         −0.353     0.41         −0.274     0.23         −0.387     0.41         −0.286     0.23
  Vocational education               −0.441      0.46         −0.258        0.27         −0.461     0.45         −0.261     0.27         −0.452     0.46         −0.286     0.27
  Short-term higher education        −0.259      0.44         −0.097        0.33         −0.282     0.44         −0.107     0.33         −0.237     0.44         −0.097     0.33
  Middle-term higher education       −0.509      0.44         −0.353        0.27         −0.517     0.44         −0.357     0.26         −0.544     0.45         −0.365     0.26
  Long-term higher education         −0.841      0.49^+^      −1.156        0.43\*\*\*   −0.852     0.49^+^      −1.169     0.43\*\*\*   −0.884     0.49^+^      −1.150     0.43\*\*\*
  Relationship status                0.528       0.28^+^      0.065         0.17         0.525      0.28^+^      0.067      0.17         0.553      0.28\*       0.068      0.17
  Age difference \<6 years           0.077       0.17         −0.018        0.14         0.090      0.17         −0.022     0.14         0.082      0.17         −0.007     0.14
  Grew up together                   0.035       0.25         −0.142        0.17         0.017      0.24         −0.145     0.17         −0.001     0.23         −0.157     0.17
  Number of siblings                 0.087       0.18         −0.133        0.11         0.088      0.17         −0.133     0.11         0.058      0.16         −0.130     0.11
  Brother                            0.185       0.18         0.170         0.13         0.117      0.19         0.154      0.13         0.324      0.23         0.069      0.16
  Sibling BMI                        −0.001      0.02         −0.024        0.02         −0.014     0.02         −0.026     0.02         −0.030     0.03         −0.061     0.02\*\*\*
  Sibling BMI\*brother                                                                                                                   0.025      0.04         0.070      0.03\*
  Sibling underestimation                                                                0.395      0.27         −0.007     0.21         1.098      0.52\*       0.026      0.31
  Sibling underestimation\*brother                                                                                                       −1.170     0.61^+^      0.176      0.45
  Sibling overestimation                                                                 −0.222     0.42         −0.329     0.27         −0.778     0.56         −0.576     0.30^+^
  Sibling overestimation\*brother                                                                                                        1.209      0.84         0.529      0.56
                                                                                                                                                                             
  Number of observations             1524                     1444                       1524                    1444                    1524                    1444        
  Log likelihood                     −471.63                  −759.72                    −469.68                 −759.03                 −463.93                 −754.91     

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index (calculated as kg m^−2^); Coef, coefficient.

Significance level: + at 10%, \* at 5%, \*\* at 1%, \*\*\* at 0.01%. Standard errors are adjusted for sibling clustering.

###### Results from logit regression models of respondent weight overestimation (log-odd estimates and s.e.)

  *Weight overestimation*             *Model I*   *Model II*   *Model III*                                                                                            
  ---------------------------------- ----------- ------------ ------------- --------- ---------- ------------ ---------- --------- ---------- ------------ ---------- --------
                                       *Coef.*      *s.e.*       *Coef.*     *s.e.*    *Coef.*      *s.e.*     *Coef.*    *s.e.*    *Coef.*      *s.e.*     *Coef.*    *s.e.*
  Constant                              1.347        0.94         2.369       1.61      1.296        0.95       2.221      1.56      1.290        0.96       0.737      0.67
  BMI                                  −0.093     0.02\*\*\*     −0.110      0.06^+^    −0.093    0.02\*\*\*    −0.108    0.06^+^    −0.093    0.02\*\*\*    −0.049    0.02\*
  Age (years)                          −0.029        0.03        −0.094      0.05\*     −0.028       0.03       −0.097    0.05\*     −0.030       0.03       −0.039    0.02\*
  Primary education                   Referent                  Referent               Referent                Referent             Referent                Referent      
  Secondary education                  −0.145        0.35        −0.109       0.42      −0.150       0.34       −0.112     0.42      −0.166       0.35       −0.047     0.21
  Vocational education                  0.334        0.36        −0.645       0.51      0.318        0.36       −0.671     0.52      0.319        0.36       −0.285     0.23
  Short-term higher education          −0.390        0.47        −0.419       0.67      −0.391       0.48       −0.364     0.67      −0.391       0.48       −0.186     0.30
  Middle-term higher education         −0.040        0.35        −0.491       0.58      −0.070       0.35       −0.497     0.58      −0.074       0.35       −0.234     0.26
  Long-term higher education           −0.182        0.40        −0.257       0.70      −0.188       0.40       −0.170     0.69      −0.188       0.40       −0.100     0.31
  Relationship status                  −0.226        0.21         0.953      0.37\*     −0.206       0.22       0.948     0.37\*     −0.217       0.22       0.428     0.17\*
  Age difference \<6 years              0.221        0.18        −0.323       0.32      0.219        0.18       −0.333     0.30      0.194        0.17       −0.148     0.12
  Grew up together                     −0.456       0.21\*       −0.354       0.40      −0.435      0.21\*      −0.344     0.40      −0.440      0.20\*      −0.167     0.17
  Number of siblings                    0.007        0.17        −0.113       0.20      −0.000       0.17       −0.111     0.20      −0.009       0.16       −0.081     0.09
  Brother                              −0.074        0.17        −0.064       0.30      −0.004       0.17       −0.100     0.31      0.199        0.20       −0.106     0.15
  Sibling BMI                          −0.052       0.02\*       −0.024       0.04      −0.039       0.03       −0.040     0.04      −0.050       0.03       −0.008     0.02
  Sibling BMI\*brother                                                                                                               0.036        0.05       −0.016     0.04
  Sibling underestimation                                                               −0.270       0.26       0.528      0.37      −0.284       0.58       0.114      0.31
  Sibling underestimation\*brother                                                                                                   −0.266       0.66       −0.033     0.38
  Sibling overestimation                                                                0.372        0.30       0.571      0.44      0.786       0.34\*      −0.166     0.26
  Sibling overestimation\*brother                                                                                                    −1.375     0.72^+^      0.771      0.50
                                                                                                                                                                          
  Number of observations                1542                      1444                   1542                    1444                 1542                    1444        
  Log likelihood                       −540.03                   −233.72               −538.30                 −232.08              −533.44                 −231.56       

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index (calculated as kg m^−2^); Coef, coefficient.

Significance level: + at 10%, \* at 5%, \*\* at 1% and \*\*\* at 0.01%. Standard errors are adjusted for sibling clustering.
